Abstract-In this paper is proposed a method for representing semantic data and knowledge. The method is based two foundational concepts: semantic link network and adjacency model. The method allows graph presentations of semantic data and it preserves the semantic relationships between the concepts of the domain. Furthermore with the methodit is possible construct relational model of the semantically rich data.
I. INTRODUCTION
The method proposed in this paper enables the preservation of semantic relationships between elements of the domain and it produces reasoning rules for the domain knowledge. The visualization can be done by using semantic link network [1] and adjacency relation system based graph [2] . Adjacency relation systems enable the restriction of search space and thus limit the search times used by queries. In addition adjacency relation systems can be also converted into relational model. In this paper the emphasis is on the construction of semantic link network and adjacency relation system based on the semantic link network.
The paper is organized as follows. In the first section the related research is discussed. In the second section the basic conversion method from semantic link network to adjacency relation system is introduced. In the third section visualization method is introduced by small example. Finally concluding remarks are given.
II. RELATED RESEARCH

A. Data models for Semistructured Data
Data models for unstructured or semistructured data were intensively studied topic from mid-90's to early 2000's. The research efforts aimed at integrating heterogeneous data as well developing an efficient structure for unstructured or semistructured data. Unstructured or semistructured data is defined as data which is not raw data but on the other hand it is not strictly typed or have precise schema [3] , [4] . Typically semistructured data can be represented as trees with labeled edges. The Object Exchange Model, OEM, [5] is a graph representation of data where objects are depicted as vertices and edges are labeled with attributes. The deterministic data [6] - [11] model proposed for the semistructured data is based on the OEM model. The model is a rooted labeled graph where data of all types could be used as label. Researchers also provided the basic syntax and semantics for constructing data [10] . Later research efforts focused on semistructured data contained in XML documents [12] . Abiteboul et al. [13] introduced a framework for dealing with incomplete information. The framework is used for constructing warehouses for XML data. The warehouse is called web house and it is based on abstracting XML documents as labeled data trees.
B. Semantic Link Network
Semantic link network (SLN) is a directed graph which consists of nodes and links connecting the nodes. A node can be for example text or a concept. Link between nodes is a labeled pointer. The label contains semantic properties which are derived from the domain [14] . Any semantic relationship between nodes is described by a property or by a combination of properties [14] . The formal definition for semantic link network can be stated as follows: =< , , , > [15] . Node set is a set of semantic nodes and link set is set of links between the nodes. A semantic link is denoted by → ′, where and ′represent nodes and α represents a link type.
According to Zhuge [14] , [16] SLN provides semantic link primitives (Table I ) which increase the networks expression and reasoning capabilities. The link primitives used in the SLN representing the domain are denoted by Ω. All of the domain's resources can be described by a property or the combinations of properties in Ω. Semantic links can be transformed and composed with operations such as reversal, addition and multiplication. With these operations two semantic links can be converted to one semantic reasoning rule [14] . The reversal operation reversesthe semantic relation andit is the most essential operation inthe construction ofthe reasoning rules. The addition operation merges two semantic relations into one.
Consider semantic relationships from to ′ and from ′ to ′′. The semantic relationship from to ′′ can be formed by reasoning process (see Fig. 1 ). The process is called multiplication operation denoted as × = . The rules presented in section IV are constructed with the reversal and multiplication operations. [17] SLN enables and supports semantic reasoning. The semantic reasoning rules chain related semantic links in order to obtain a reasoned result [14] . The ruleset presents the set of rules on the linkset. The ruleset is always domain specific.
The OPset is a set of basic operations on SLN. The OPset defines operations for addition and deletion of nodes, links and rules [18] .
Node types, semantic link definitions, and reasoning rules are described in the SLN schema. The SLN schema is a blueprint for constructing the SLN instances. The global SLN schema portrays the basic semantics of the domain. The SLN instances can be defined according to the global schema, or by defining a subschema according to the global schema. [19] According to [17] the use of SLN can be justified as follows:
• It supports intelligent applications by assigning semantic indicators and rules to links and enabling relational, analogical, inductive, and complex reasoning.
• It explores the laws of semantic linking. It pursues diversity and user experience of linking and exploring rather than the correctness.
• It provides a light-weight semantic networking approach for peer-to-peer knowledge sharing.
C. Adjacency Model and Adjacency Relation System
Adjacency model (AM) is a model for data representation. It is based on the concepts of adjacency relation systems (ARS), ARS with adjacency defining sets (ARST) and the unique ARST and the valid ARST [20] . The early application utilizing the concept of adjacencies was introduced by Ni and Bloor [21] . Their work dealt with boundary structures built on relations between faces, edges and vertices. The concept of adjacency was then further developed by Wanne [2] . ARS is a structure by which graphs can be used to illustrate the adjacency of elements belonging to sets, which represent different entity types [22] . ARS is a pair ( , ) , where = { , , … , } , ≥ 1 , is a set containing pairwise disjoint finite nonempty sets and = { | , ∈ {1,2, … , }} is a set of relations, where each is a relation on × . If ( , ), ( , ), … , ( , ) ∈ are all the pairs of relation having x as the first component, then each element ( = 1,2, … , ) is adjacent to the elementx, denoted by ( ) . ARS is said to be symmetric if for each pair ∈ , ∈ holds that ∈ ( ) and also ∈ ( ) and for each , 1 ≤ ≤ . [2] The adjacency between elements of entity types can be expressed by relations. If the adjacency of the elements depends on the definition of the relation it is said to be weak. The adjacency of elements is considered strong if it is defined with respect to a set of the entity types. The definition of adjacency defining sets is given next. [22] - [24] In the adjacency relation system each element set , = 1,2, … , , represents a certain entity type denoted as . In addition, associate with each index pair , ∈ {1,2, … , } a set of indices ⊆ {1,2, … , } − { , } and also a set of the entity types = { | ∈ }. The set gives the entity types which determine the adjacency between the elements of and . [2] The adjacency defining set is defined as follows:
where , ∈ {1,2, … } and ≠ , are considered to be adjacent with respect to a set of entity types = { | ∈ } = ∅ if for each ∈ there is an element ∈ such that ∈ ( ) and ∈ ( ) . In Fig. 2 the adjacency defining set is = { }, y 3 and z 1 are adjacent with respect to since ∈ ( ) and ∈ ( ). In Fig. 1 the adjacency between and is considered to be weak and the adjacency between and is strong if = { }. The concepts of weak and strong adjacency are combined together in the concept of unique adjacency [22] .
The ARS with adjacency defining sets (ARST) can be denoted by ( , , τ), where τ means the set of adjacency defining sets. ARST is unique if for each pair , = {1,2, … , } of integers the adjacency defining set is nonempty for all elements ∈ , ∈ and x and y are adjacent if and only if they are adjacent with respect to . [2] Example 2.Consider the ARST shown in Fig.2 . Let us add a new relation (dashed arrow in Fig. 3) = {( , )}. Now we have the set of relations: = = ∅ = {( , { })} = {( , { }), ( , { })} = {( , )} = {( , )} = {( , { })} = {( , { })} = {( , { })} and the adjacency defining set = { }, = = = = = = = = ∅. In Fig. 3 and are adjacent with respect to relation and they are also adjacent according to = { } ≠ ∅. If there are no other nonempty adjacency defining sets the ARST is said to be unique. The notation → for a relation type indicates that the relations are defined in × . The set of relation types { → |( , ) ∈ } , where ⊆ {1,2, … , } , is called a relation combination. The relation combination for an ARST (A,R,τ) the restriction of R on a given relation combination is determined by ⊆ {1,2, … , } × ⊆ {1,2, … , } is denoted by R|S, i.e. | = { ∈ |( , ) ∈ }.
[2] The relation combination is defined as follows. Given the entity types , … , , a set ⊆ {1,2, … , } × ⊆ {1,2, … , }, and adjacency defining setsτ. A relation combination → |( , ) ∈ is said to be valid if for any unique ARST (A,R,τ) there is no unique ARST (A,R',τ) such that R|S=R'|S.
Otherwise the relation combination is not valid. [2]
The valid and minimal relation combination makes it possible to derive all the relations and sets of a given data structure from the smallest set of stored relations. [2] , [22] , [25] D. Accident Models Accident models are in the key role when the designing of the information model is done. The accident models depict how the accident occurs. The accident models represent, and define all the implicit information about the accident. Typically accidents are represented with causal-sequence models [26] .
Domino theory [27] is basic causal-sequence model that describes the accident as a chain of linked events occurred at the work place. In the ILCI (Internal Loss Control Institute)model [28] is depicted same kind of events as in domino theory but the event descriptions are extended and categorized. Domino theory and ILCI model are criticized because they do not cover personal, organizational or managerial causality factors. The TRIPOD model [29] represents causal sequences similar to ILCI model but in addition it includes managerial involvement.
III. CONVERTING SLN INTO ARS
The procedure for converting SLN to ARS is quite straightforward. In ARS the nodes and links of the SLN are represented by sets and their relationships are represented as adjacencies (relations). Each node and link is members of the sets of the entity types.
Example 3.Consider a simple SLN with two nodes and connected by semantic link , denoted as → . The SLN can be represented with a directed graph (Fig. 4) . 
IV. DATA VISUALIZATION -CASE ESAW
In this section a simplified example of data visualization method is given. The concepts discussed in this section are based on European Statistics on Accidents at Work methodology (ESAW) [30] . ESAW -methodology provides a framework for statistical accident information reporting. The SLN presented in this section is a graph covering the factors associated with a hazardous situation at work. The concepts of the graph are given in Table II . The semantic links and their explanations are shown in Table III.   TABLE II: 
EXPLANATIONS OF ESAW VARIABLES
ESAW variable Explanation
Working process (wp)
The description of the main type of work or task before the accident.
Specific physical activity (spa)
Describes what victim was doing at the time of accident.
Deviation (dev) Description of an event deviating from the normal working process that triggers the accident.
Contact (con)
Describes the contact that injured the victim.
Material agents (ma n )
Describes tools or objects associated with specific physical activity, deviation and contact.
Injury type (inj) Describes the physical consequences (e.g. wound, bone fracture) to the victim. The visualization method consists of four steps:
Step 1.ConstructSLN depicting the domain concepts (Table II) .
Step 2.Define link types between concepts -link type definitions are based on Zhuge's [16] definitions (see Table I ). In Table III the explanations of semantic links are given. 
No Rules
Rule summary
Step 3.Define additional rules(dashed lines) for the SLN. By following the steps 1 to 3 the SLN shown in Fig. 6 is constructed. Fig. 6 . ESAW-SLN, dashed arrows represent the additional rules.
Based on the semantic links derived from the domain additional rules are defined (Fig. 6) .The rules 1-9 (Table IV) have been defined by using reversal and multiplication operations (see [1] and Fig. 1) .
Step 4.Transformthe SLN into ARS (Fig. 7) . 4.1. Define the type sets and attach elements to the type sets. 
Added relations are defined as follows:
The adjacency defining sets for the ARS are The ARST constructed in step 4 is not considered to be unique. For example besides the adjacency defining set = { } there should exist a relation between the elements and . Thus by definition the ARST cannot have valid relation combination.
V. CONCLUSION
The method proposed in this paper enables the visualization of the data and the knowledge. It combines the semantic capabilities of the semantic link network with the efficientstructures of adjacency model. With semantic link network it is possible to construct a network representing key concepts and their relationships within the domain. Furthermore semantic link network can represent semantic rules for the domain and thus support the logical reasoning process.
The adjacency model provides graph based visualization of the domain concepts. With the adjacency model the concepts and semantic links connecting them can be represented as adjacency relations. The adjacency model gives a foundation for search space restrictions, query optimizations and eventually the construction of the relational database which preserves the semantics of the domain.
The method proposed in this paper is the first step towards an efficient semantic database. The future research efforts include the following areas: domain specific semantic link networks schema definitions and the conversion process from the adjacency model to the relational model. The semantic link network presented in this paper is based on the global semantic link network schema. In the future studies the domain specific schema for accident reporting variables will be defined.
There exists a preliminary version of the method for converting the adjacency model into the relational model. The conversion requires further research work on the definitions of the adjacency defining sets and the relation combinations.
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